Kata TRANKER, Your friend my enemy, 2015-17

ART
MARKET
BUDAPEST

celebrates its
cooperation with
its Israeli partners
with a unique show
presented at Fresh Paint 9.

The exhibition titled
TALKING PAPER
is a joint effort of
prominent Hungarian
and Israeli galleries.
Date:
March 28 – April 1, 2017
Venue:

FRESH PAINT 9
CONTEMPORARY ART FAIR

The Steinhardt Museum
of Natural History,
Tel-Aviv University
(12 Klauzner street, Tel Aviv)
CONTRIBUTING GALLERIES AND ARTISTS:

Braverman Gallery - Tel Aviv
(Ohad MATALON)

Hezi Cohen Gallery - Tel Aviv
(Nir HAREL)

Erika Deák Gallery – Budapest
(Csaba SZENTESI)

Inda Gallery – Budapest
(Marianne CSÁKY)

P8 Gallery – Tel Aviv
(Mati ELMALIACH)

RawArt Gallery – Tel Aviv

(Lali FUHELING, Keren GUELLER)

Supermarket Gallery – Budapest
(Alíz Veronika ÁCS)

VILTIN Gallery – Budapest
(Kata TRANKER)

The show is supported by the
Embassy of Hungary in Tel Aviv.

The essential guiding principle of the show is the intention
to invite artists from Israel and Hungary into a thoughtprovoking and inspiring artistic dialogue, offering their
unique perspectives in the specificity of paper as the
medium of the creative process.
TALKING PAPER is meant to be exactly what the expression
originally refers to: a draft or a sketch, free of limitations on
its format, created for further refinement and enrichment.
It is a framework or a starting point for artists and other
actors of the Israeli and Hungarian contemporary art
scenes to come, work and think together.
TALKING PAPER is to be continued and further developed
at Art Market Budapest where Israeli contemporary art
will be in the focus in Budapest, Hungary in October 2017.

ART MARKET BUDAPEST ANNOUNCES
ISRAEL AS SPECIAL GUEST IN 2017
Art Market Budapest, one of Europe’s prominent annual contemporary art events
presenting 100 exhibitors from 4 continents of the world and showing works by over
500 artists on 6,000 square meters, is a special platform efficiently combining inspiring
artistic content from emerging artistic sources in and beyond Europe and the progressive
new generation of artists of the already established West. Exhibitors having arrived from
over 35 countries and an annually growing audience of over 30 thousand international
visitors clearly indicate that there is a strong demand in the art world for this artistic
platform to bring freshness to the European and global art scene.
Art Market Budapest announces to invite Israel as guest country in 2017, and will
dedicate a special program to Israeli art over the course of the fair in Budapest.
Israeli art will appear in extraordinary richness and diversity on location at
Art Market Budapest and many other art locations in Budapest.
Art Market Budapest teamed up with CAFe Budapest, one of Europe’s
most exciting contemporary art festivals to make Budapest an unmissable
destination for the connoisseur audience, and a home-away-from-home
for actors of the Israeli art scene.

CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE’S LEADING
INTERNATIONAL CONTEMPORARY ART FAIR

OCTOBER 12-15, 2017
BUDAPEST, HUNGARY

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING WITH YOU AGAIN.
+36.1.2390007 | info@artmarketbudapest.hu | www.artmarketbudapest.hu
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram

